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The Transmission of Technology Across National Boundaries  

In the general debate on foreigri oWnership and 

- 	 sovereignty, the question of thc transmission of tech- 

nology has been largely overlooked. This is unfortunate because 

dtt(e!.s to technology may have more to do with independence than 

ht. tho fact of owne•ship. 	Canada' 	Churchill Falls power pro- 

ject -.the largest single-site source of power in the western 

world - is an informative case in point. Five of the ten tur-

bines and generators were supplied by Canadian General Electric - 

a . majority foreign-owned subsidiary,'while the other five were 

supplied by Marine Industries - a Montreal-based, "independent"' 

Canadianfirrn. Marine'Industries, a relative newcomer to the 

field Of power generation, did not havo . s.ufficient . in-house 

technology to handle the proSect, and-had to sccuro it'undcr 

license' froM a foreign supplier. 	Canadian-General Electric 

oh the other hand had.' developed'a sighificant.Canadian base of, 

technology in the field  and  was able to proceed from its own 

resources with relatively li.ttle  parent • oompany assistanc .é. 

The nature of the project required a good deal of technical - 
. 

discussion between thc two firms,, since'ail 'the turbines. and 

.generaters had •o be able:to operate interdependently. 	The 

resulting tj eclnical discussiOns took place not so much between 

the two . contracting firms, but  betwc.en CGE's. CanadianHtechnicians 

and counterpart personnel from the foreign lic.enser. 
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The point to be made is that Canadian-owned firms, 

securing technology through license agreements,  may be more.- 

- 	çontrained by and dependent on their licensors, than.foreign 

•.0bni1iaries are on their .  parents. 	The question -  has. seemed 

• w.•th researching in the light of the growing recognition that 

eçonomic growth in the developed world is fueled. largely'by 

technplogical innovation, and that most multi-national firms .  

are in the vanguard of technology. 

This article then is about technology, or, more 

specifically, how some large divisionalized firms manage the 

transmission process across national boundaries, and how smaller 

domestic firms compete against them. It iS the result of field 

interviews with three  large divisionalized firms,. Canadian 

General ilectrie; WestinghoUse Canada and General Steel Wares. , 

•hc former two  are U.S.-owned subsidiaries while the latter is 

a Canadian-owned firm.in competition with them; Some-informa-

tion was also obtained from other Canàdian-oWned firms:in the 

industry. The term, transmission of technology merits closer• 

definition. The focus'of this Paper is on how ideas' originating 

in research éentres arc tran -Sferred •to product:divisions and 

ho• the divisions in  turn influence the direction of research 

— activity. Translating ideas:into products,.hewcvqr, is nbt 

entirely a Matter  of  scientific dialogue. 	It also: . involves 

quite pragmatic ingrédients such as product design,. process ,  

design and the develropment of tooling, as'well. as.the . major 

uncertainties of market development. 	An attempt has•been:made- 

to touch on all these considerations. 
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1. 	Technology  in the Large  Divisionalized Firm  

Generalizing from a sample of three firms is neces-

sarily hazardous, but perhaps not so much-so when there  is eVidence . 	. 

that their problems may be representative of a large number cf 

otler firms. Of the top 500 U.S. industrial firms, for e:çample, 

430 operate with divisional, profit Centred structures, while 

70 are more speCialized and centralized. 	The situation.  in Canada 

is not too'dissimilar as the followin g. information illustrates. 

- 
Features of 85 Large Canadian Firms. 

	

Foreign-owned 	Canadian-owned 	Total 

divisionalized 	18 	• 	27 	45 
- centralized 	19 (9 ) 	. 	21 (12) 	40 (21) 

• 
• 37 	• 	48. . 	85• 

( ) = . raw materials based firms- 

Divisionalization has been. a popular, thou9h not 

necessarily.  profitable,  approach to growth,  • 1t.Ias al.so  provided - 

a diversified base for research activity. in many firms,  of  which 

GE and We-stinghouse might be regarded as. typical... These.firms,' 

have developcd.enviable research competence and a high skill 

in managing the transmission process; so muclLso. that the'diyi-

sions and subs,idiaries of tkese.firms are f part of a much. more . 

dynamic chain of technological communication than axe the.ir 
. 	. 

Canadian-owned competitors who secure their technology in thc 

.open market through arms length licensing agreements. . 

i 	• The-heart of General Electric..is. at. Schenectady. 

Westinghouse's counterpart research contre is.  in Pifttsburgh. . 

it -  is from these laboratories - that the .seeds - of innovation are. 

injucted into the corporate •system. 	Goneral'EleCt,rio's càrporate 

resoarèh contrë ., for example', omployS OVC1-  600 key scientis.tr., 

and it is_estimated..•that 'the annnal-Cost 



'support staff, workshop facilities for experimentation, and . 

other overheads, ranges between $70,000 .a.nd $100,000 - .. The 
. 	. 

head of corporate research reports directly to •G.E.'s . top 

cxecutive body, enjoying the.same status as the nine group* 

vice-presidents each of whom supervises several product divi-

sions. This structure enables a vitally necessary autonomyi 

of aCtien within the centre. 	It is counterbalanced by a 

unique bticrgeting system, however, - which operates to tie tile 

activities.of the centre more closely to the needs of the 

product divisions. 	 • 

. -The Westinghouse co:rporate structure differs, of 

course, but, there also, particular attention has been paid to 

linking the activities of the research centre to the needs of .  

the product divisions. This is one vital lesson both firms 

lave learned from their experience- with central research labora-

torics: -specific measures •have to be taken to.ensure a degree 

of direct • relevance between the activities cf the research 

centre .and the commercial needs of the firm. Techniques for 	• 

impieoving the accuracy, breadth-and speed of , inforMation flows 

from the centre through the successiVe stages  of product design 

and development, pilot production, market.  testing, product 

launch and feedback are alsc critical. Managing thiS complex 

two•way transmission process poses a...challenge of major••dimensions.• 

Effective communication of research findings. 

requires a mutual scien(:ific competence between both 	communi- 

cating parties. 	Partly for this reason, 1)0 th  GE and Westinghotio, 



have followed the approach of centralizing  'basic" research 

at the corporate level and de-centralizing product development 

. • 	laboratories to the divisions. 	Centralized basic research 

Capit. alizes on the Value of scarce ideas, while the decentra- 

lized laboratories provide the competence needed at divisional 

• level to promote clearer communication. 

_ 



A. budget and planning procedures .  
. 	. 	. 

• How can.one avoid haVing the central lab expend 

its energy on matters that are trivial to the  divisions? 	* 

Hom can duplication at the divisional. and Central labs . be 

prevented? How.  can  the central ].ab  develop a.coardinated, 

long and short terni research program if it has to respond 

uiways to the needs  of the divisions? How can the flow Of 

ever-scarce ideas be stimulated? • 

Many  of.  these questions are answered through the 

-budget  and planning procedure§ at the Central. lab. .The pro-

cedure at one firm was that the total research budget for any 

given . year was fixed through discussioh betwe:en the research 
-H 

director and the top . executive group in the company. The - 

top management then handed the product divisions a formula- 
- 

based assessment for about  half of the centre's requirements. 

Division managers had no say  in the  amount of this assessment. . 

The research centre cduld count on it. and could use it to 

£inance programs-that were undertaken at itS own initiative. 

. . 	The other half of the centre's  budget came from 

contract funds, of which about.half were derived from gov-ernment 

agencies and half from the product divisions. 	Contract research 

could arise.at  the centre's  initiative  OT at the initiative 

of the product division. 	.1"n-any.event it must involve con- 

•ensus as to content; purpose and cost. 	As a result, before 
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the  contracting process got underway, the divisions needed 

to know •hat the centre planned to do with the-assessed funds. 

And, or course, the centre attempted te acCommodate, to. a 

point, the interests of the divisions in the formulating  .of • 

its preliminary plans. 	The point to be made, 1161/ever,. is 

that the research centre had the final say in how it would 

p end its assessed ftinds. What, the divisions were unable 

to Coni/ind'e tne centre to do, they had either to do themselves 

or pay for under specific,contract, with the centre. 'Product 

divisions'seldom went outside the administrative unit of the 

firm . to secure research help. 	• 	-- • 	• "- 

. 	Although the budget and planning procedure of.the - 

other firm differed in its detàils, it also placed a portion 

of 'the budget under the control.of the centre and à portion 

to be used  on projects specified by 4he product divisions. 

This division of the budget .reflected the recognition by both 

firms that the .  research centre had to .preserve itself as an 

organism, and maintain its eontact. with the seientific com-

munity in order to serve the . .divisions effectively. 

, 11 . . - 	operating the centre 

The reseprch centre is one a'rea where decentralization 
i 

of ,responsibility is imp -erative, 	How does .:one maintain an 

atmosphere, of scientific discipline on the one'handand indiVi, 

dual initiative and responsibility: on the other? 	How doe,s one 

'arrange for a  •re'asonahle career.progresion forrencarch:-scientist? 



How are scientists kept up to date in their fields. of spociali- 
. 

zation? - *ShoUld the centre be organized by discipline or bY 

project -  1.0.  permanent or a transitory associations? Can a 

!.cientist carry his own.brainclild through to the product stage?, 

Th .ese arc elusive issues and né general . rules can 

>possibly capture all the nuances of the complex *associations 

• involved. Rigidity tends to be dysfunctional. 	Creative  insights 

are rare; even amongst the trained they arise oftcn . in maverick 

personalities. It takes a perceptive administrator to'detect 

. brilliance and  • oster it across normal. organizational channels. 

A number of useful practices were observed in Schenectady and 

Pittsburgh. 

i. 	Highly selective hiring policies, .involvin2 

recruitment of Ph.O's from the leading univcr- 

• sities, maintained a high level of competence 

at the centre. 

A highly develciped computer search program 

monitored abstraCts from scientific journals 

using the key word principle. Scientists were 

kept informed of thc writings:and experiMents 

of others within their areas  of  special interest, 

and were encouraged to publish •gh'emselvds: 

Opportunities for advancement to-manageria1 posi-

tions within the centre were necessariiy.limitcd. 

Some scientists hy.virtue oftheir disposjtion.. 

-preferred in any event to stay "on the bench", 

but others opted to move into the product divi- 

. 
sions. after, fivc , to ten yo:ars at the eent.r.e. 
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- 	• 	a) Some scientists joined the centre with such 

. a move already in mind, were as'signed 'projocts of 

special interest to.the prospective - division, and 

stayed less than three years. 

b) Others chose to follow a particular piece of 

research that'had captured their interest throug 
. 	• 

to the product and market .  stage.. This often 
. 	. 

. involved, firs, a move, to  the divisionarlab, 

and. second, a, move into product management. ' 

c) Yet others moved into •product divisiens either 

as'a mode of  research specialization  or as a com- 

• plete change  of activity. 	Such  move's were usually- 

made before age 35-40, because . otherWise.ene's 

value as a researcher began to outweigh  one S 

potential-value as a manager, and an .equ-ivalent 

salary move ,became *more difficult:. ,  

iv, The organization of'the centre'tended-.to.emphasi?,e 

* groupings by scientific discipline. However, this 

steady staté posture was often interrupted by the , 

need• for interdisciplina-ry teams to-work on pro- 
. 

jects initiated by prodnet divisions_ 	IndiVidual 

•scientists often had several projects-going : o rr . 

simultaneously under the direction.ef  di  ferent 

leaders, and faced , diffic -ult priority. prOblems. 

. 	a) ' Â roscarcheT tvi.th abrainchild.  in  its infawcy• 

_ 
• 

 

hall  to Oonvinc.c others -  oT .its -worth, but ho-had 

a - choic.c of - people •to go  nt. .-11o.cOuld-tryto 
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persuade his immediate supervisor to allocate 

some assesséd funds to it: he tould.try, per- 

• sonally,.to get it funded tIlrough the government 

or other philanthropic agency. (the company could 

« help him with contacts here): or he could try 

•to sell it to a product division. 

b) Projects sponsored from the centre may 

occasionally result  in viable innovations that 

.are outside the sphere of divisional-operations 

(this happens less often, of course,. with widely 

, diversified flrms). • Some• of 'these end up "on 

thé shelf" or "for sale", but uthers'mày .be • 

exploited by the innovating scientLsts establishin g . 

an  independent firm with  the supp.ort, and.parti-

cipation of the.company. 

C. Transmitting research results to the divisions 

Effective scientific communcation• requires an absorp 7 

 tive competencéat the receiving node.. As a.rèsult there-is 

a tendency for the centre to comMunicate, -  wherever pessible, through 

the produtt division laboratéries. ProductAivision'managers  and 

 their technical pcoplé arc'encouraged - to visit the centre-aftcn 

and di-s-euss the progress .of-projects - -they .have initlated  or  which , 

may he of.interest to them. 	Reports are, in -  any - event, .sent  out 

systematically by the centre, and sdlentists at the 'centre often 

use informal channelr. via "alumni" of the-centre•who;Itaboon 

trnsfurred  1 o the.divisions. 	nut all of thi.s  1 	not: enou,gh, 



The development of new product concepts , i.s•one thing, 

but deciding in advance whether they will fill illilaxkot need ati 

a given price is quite another -. 'The- divisions are profit centres. 

The• performance of their managers is moasured by-returnon 

i.nvcsted capital. Managers do not stay in place very long (3-5 

• years). New products are.often costly to perfect and introduce 

to the market. 	TheY tend to Jose money in the early ..years.' • 

They hurt managerial performance. • They are resisted. 

• Part of the reason-  for resistance is — that research 

centres seldom do consumer research. The response channel from -

tho market to the centre is often'blocked. When the - product 

'under development is-decidely new,this lack: of market informa- 

tion tends to increase the risk at the product division level.. 

-Not so mtich so, however, with minor fea,ture or design changes 

or with company versions of  products which . competitors already 

have on- the market. However, product imitations  and minor, 

adaptations are often initiated by the divisions,. and are, as 

a result easy to transmit. The receiver.  is mare. anxious than. 

the transmitter. 

But  how-does the centre get s'ignificant new- product. 

.cleas- into production if the •divisionA.s reluctant? .  One •way 

• is to reduce the- risk to the division by doind the.produdj.: 

development,.engineering and design at. the- centre. and-going 

into pilot production. 	A second step is to 'cleffnel the Mar1et - 

for thc product and to test it with the output of the pilot plant. 

Those activities require at thc centre skills which repose 

largely in the divisions. 	Necessity, however, breeds a degree 
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of imagination. One final move the centre can make is tO urge 

central management to form a new division, or a new department 

within an existing division, to handle.the new product. 

In all these Matters the tenor  or  climate of the 

o •ganization, largely,a funCtion of prior.decisions, isn  

inportant factor. Does central management tend to foster high 

r.n;k research and an image of technological 'leadership? .Are . 

divisional managers penalize d .  heavily  fi  .los.ses resulting 

from  new product introductions:or failures? Are.divisional 

managers penalized for excess conservatism in resisting poten-

tially valuable innovations? The conversion of science, into 

'marketable products is a high risk process fraught with the 	. 

defensiveness of human insecurity. Effective management 

of the -process is more important to the  success  .of the firm, 

and more difficult to assure, then is the actual research 

itself; 	Those firms that do lt well possess a competence 

rarely found in other institutions where research is done. 

Tranbmission across national bouhdaries;. furthermOre,  intro- 

duces the complication of the competing needs of nation  states. 



2.  Transmitting•technology to  foreign subsidiaries  

The Canadian subsidiaries of•CE and Westinghouse . 	. 

are orranized on a horizontal basis.  They  represent indçpen-, 

dent, autonomous profit centres. They are  not  integrated into 

Th(  affairs of their parent companies as are the verticall.y 

srrneturedauto subsidiaries-. 	The parent research centres.are 

wide open to the Canadian subsidiaries at rolatively little' 

cost. 	But, the availability of the centres is not 	cri- 

tical issue; it is managing the. transmission process that counts,. 

and'this seem s. to depend a geed deal .  on the initiative of  the 

 subsidiaries. 	 • 

. 	. 	. 	. 
The general rule 

In practice, the subsidiaries obtain their technology' 

largely from their product division counterparts in the United 

States, and seldom from the research-centres.. Furthermore,. 

royalties paid by the subsidiaries are credited to the 

product divisions to encourage a cooperativeworking relation- 

. ship. 	It was, in fact, often repeated - , at both- sicles of -  the 

border, that very strong personal friendship's had . .developed 

between Canadian engineers and their American counterparts - In 

the product divisions.which.madè the tranSfer of product toch-

nology virtually problem free. 

Why .do thc subsidiaries not develop- their ewn 

pendent, channels to thc research centres? Why . . do they deal 

almost exclusively with the product divisions?. A variety of 

explanations was offered. 
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In most areas the subsidiary does not have the 

'in- bouse •skiliS ta absorb frymand contribute 

O 	
.to the work'. of  the centre. 	The sub“diary does 

receive detailed technical - repôrts.on projects 

underway at the centre, but. this is a 61-1'e-way •  

process. 	It daes not result in'innovation by 

the subsidiary. 

The subsidiary as a profit centre is seldom as 

profitable as U.S. based product divisions, 

and it pays little  or  nothing towards the costs 

• ie the research centre. 	The reslilt is'that the 

'U.S. divisions are expected to carry the entire 

c.ost of research, since: 

a) they have the profits to commit to it. 

b) they . have a much larger market . potential 	• 

for new products flowing from research. 

c) they work with established two-way liason 

between themselves and the centre. They 

• are experienced managers of innavation: 

ii.i. The  parent transfers•oth-er skills than.product 

technology to the subsidiarY: These include' 

i • 	.proCess tech?loJogy, market rasearch•results, . 

related advertizing-programs-, cost ancrquality 

control  systems and management trnining. 
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'These skills are transMitted by the 

• • 	U.S. product diviSions, wi7th the iesuIt. 

• that a broad, well-oired transmission 

process hasemerged which it has se•emed . 

• • - natural to use foi prodUct technology as 	 • 

well. 	-  

	

B. 	Mxceptions to the rule 
. 	. 

- 'Reality invariably defies generalizntions. The parent-

subsidiary relationship is complex; exceptions to:the-general 

rule  are commonplace.and at'least as'interesting as the rule 

'Itself. What, for' example,. happens when the -parent drops a 

particular - product line and the subsidinry decides to stay  in? 

•Who does research and development  on uniquely Canadian problems?' 

Does the•Subsidiary evers- innovate? If so,- cari the subsidiary 

export.its new product through the U.S. product divisioniS 

marketingsyStem? . 	 • 	• 	• 

1, The subsidiary alone  

Westinghouse•recently stopped producing colour tole- . 

vision sets, and withdrew from thc small.appliancemarket. 	In  

both cases the eOmpany (s central problem•Was. inadequate. market 

share - failure to achieve the critiCal mnss -required.to sustain 

reasoAahle Unit costS of production,•ffiarketing. and research'. 

In. the case of small appliances, however,. itwaS also.fcl.t that 

the level of technolOgy was too low•resulting'-in short lead-tImes - 

for new products. A•research intensive corporntO structur'e has • . 

trouble surviving in areas- whore theHrewardr, to innovation aro 

shortlived. 
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Westineouse Canada decided to go it alone in small 

appliances.  The Westinghouse market share in Canada was greater . 

than in the U.S. and the Canadian subsidiary was not so research 

intensive. 	With thè'technology pipeline to the 	ciosed, 

the subsidiary was forced to seek licenses from other established 

producers. These outside licenses, however,.were regarded as an 

interim step . toward the development.of in-house technology, 

and the subsidiary had already selected specific prodlicts .for 

wWich it intended to have 'in-house skill-s. 	. 
_ 	. 	. 

Westinghouse. Canada also tried to go it a.lone, 

in colour television'where  the  required leveloftechnology was 

considerably higher,and again they faced the difficult task 

of building-in-house skills. The . parent company gave all the 

assistance it could including the transfer of certain  • equipment, 

some institutional markets.in  the U.S., and a.whole. series of license 

agreement where the parent had .  been licensor. 	Over-a period 

of a year,the subsidiary was in fact successful in developtng 

a team  of  technologists capable of servicing.. the  lieense agree- 
• 	. 

ments - and developing the state of the. art in,-the.future, 	However, . 

the process was not.easy. 	Experienced Canadians - .were -hard •o 

find and key American technologists were expensive (25-. 30%'above 

their U.S. salaries, 'in- part because of.higher. personal taxrates 
_ 

in CanadaY, 	Furthermore, the attempt was - terminared at a 'con- 

slderable loss,before the ncw team could really p .rove itself. 

The viability of the whdle Troject w as  very dependent on:exports, 

and the union attemptcd - to exploit this vulnerability by .highi 

wage demands, 	A proLonged - sCriko reii.1td causingsubs.tantial, 
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_ 	. 	. 	. 	. • .. 	_ 	. 	. 
of overseas customers. In addition, the  Canadian exchange 

rate increase made it increasingly difficblt to compete  in 

world markets. The projeCt was abandoned in 1972. 

2. 	Problems unique to  Canada 	• 

In the field of heavy industrial gOods, the market 

in' Canada was on occasion different frotatho  U. S. ma .rket. -Some 

diffo'rences were so substantial that it was necessary for so ni e 

pionc'ering.research to be done in 'Canada, • CGE, in fact, had two- 

- 	• 	• 	 • 
small laboratories functioning in Canada; one in Montreal - and 

• ono in Peterborough.- They were intimately associated with 

.correspondin•g product  .di vision: laboratories. in  the  U.S.. and . 

also maintained liason with the research centre.. The companY- - 

had in fact - recentlY purchased a plane to facilitate daily, traVel 

to:and from Schene -ctady. 

CGE!s heavy apparatus group-at Peterborough contained 

five product departments -  which. together - had the'product scope 

of 30 U. S.  product departments. 	"The . only way we can sustain 

such a wide: product scope in Canada", said: one Peterborough 

manager, "is to secure thc related technology , from . thoU.S, at 

low cost. 	If we had to develop this span of technology in-house _ 	. 

on our sales volume, we'd go broke in the'proeoss" 

"There arc -- some advantagos on. thc othor-hand from 

being' less- specialied than: the States. 	Sometimes, indüstrial- - 

sïstoms  are put together- from products mado in ,ontirely• different 

(Uvi:sions do •n there,. whereas we may - •make al l' the- components 

in Peterborough. 	W•'ve often been •able to st -To.amlin -e. 'and simpliTy .  

their sy!.;tems 	a5•a result_ 	Wha,t)n- mure Oicy'Ve evon. 

helped-us do it, 	Thoy've ben1 down .  cus , temer industry—expert:; 
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to help us understand more precisely what a given System:has 

to achieve..." 

3..  innovation in Canada  

• Some technology intensive innovations_do-occur -  in 

the suhsidiaries - in the manner just described, and: the subsidiaries. 

arc sometimes found 1Trcompetition with thelr parents_for over- 

.seas contracts. 	Such competitive activity, hoYlevcr,- requires 

some unique development effort. on the Canadian side - something 

to differentiate the Canadian .product from..its parents' line. 

Th•.5 in turn requires a measure of in-house,technological skill 

in the subsidiary. 

When a Product has a high technologiCal content • 

(i.e, imitation is difficult)- the subsidiary is usually-dépendent 

on the parent for.pioneering, work. 	We let  the  richer U.S. divi- 

sions pay the research costs. Then we get involved at the-

product development stage, often by sending one of-our men to . 

work  on the development team.," .Subsidiary invOlvement in the 

development process has often• led to creative  adaptations  some-

what akin to•innovation, and possible only because of close 

. liason between subsidiary and parent. 

• When the technology content- of - theproduct  i s lOw, 

. the. in-house skills of the subsidiary may.be suffleient.to 

deyelop it i without parent company help. 	The impetus to-do so .  

often comes from competitive activity in the mark- et. place. 

CGE, for c.xample, recently  3.ntroduce4 a..lawn trimmer in Canada 

in re!:.pone to a competjter' . 5 innovation. 	The parent comr.any: 

did not mal:o  t iimil.ar -  move, and CGE was able to secftro ac;c-e!,F. 

to thv ILS. market through GE's extensie'distib - ution 5..ystem. 

••••••n••.....-••n•-, n••••••••-4-..e- 
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• • It might be argued that, if subsidiaries could 	, • 

obtain some outside technology, to suppleme'nt.what is a.vailabio 
. 	. 	. 	. 	

. 	- 
to them through their parent affiliation,  they would stand-a 

better ehance of-developing si.gnificant product - innovations: ' 

ilu'relation to thc enterprise as a whole. 	This raises the ' 

quebtion of whether Canadian 'subsidiaries are allowed to secure 

technology from sources other than their parents or•whether 

they arc "restricted to the family•fold. .Answcrs 

• widely from person to person: *"The .Canadian division .can. go 

wherever.it wants for technology"...."The liarent expoet.S. us - to 

-go 'their firSt,.'but that.'s the-kind Of restrictionnobody:minds, 

'.'Whcre else is there to go?n..."The initiative doesn't•come. 	, 

from us; it comes from'the Canadians. 	It'S..up. to them." The 

interesting thing "about these- diverse reactions was that the 

question was not viewed as a matter  of  power (authority). within 

thc corporate- system, but as a matter of attraction. (competence). 

It's rather like being required to  have. lunch in • i'= aris-instead 

of New .  York. 

The reason for this, however, lies notjust in the 

coMpetonee of the parents' research centres, but also, and 

perhaps mainly, in the way  the  transmissiOn process is managed. 

The technology elsewhere would have to be substantially more 

advanced or substantially cheaper. 	But this doos happen on 

occasion. 	In consumer electronics, the Japanese did move well 

ahead of the U:S ,  giants; and Canadian subsidiari:eS were. either 

slow to recegnizo this or lOat,ho to act on 
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3. Technology *and, the  Canadian-owned Firm 	- 

Securing technology  in .a dynaMic setting has been 

shown to inolve three distinct processes: 

a) c ase of search for relevant knowledge (which 

divisionalized multi-national firms seein to 

handle very efficiently); 

b) development of enduring relationships through 

• which information can flow quickly with minimum 

distortion; and 

• c) .adaptive strength at the receiving point 

Do Canadian-owned firms fare better than foreign 

subsidiaries in managing these processes? The anewer for many • 

is, regrettably, ne! Foreign ownerShip . in'high,technology. . 

_industries in Canada is  high: Subsidiaries with access to parent 

technology make very tough competitors. One Canadian executive 

who had managed in both kinds of firms made the observation that 

"In the Canadian-owned  fin we- know what we want to do but  don't 

- 
know how to do it; whereas in.-the eubeidiary we knew how to.do  

it but. had,difficulty deciding wha-t to do.lt The differenceis 

ao.cess to detailed technology. 

• .Canadian-owned firms, in the absence df for.aign 

ownership ti'es, tended a) to seek - technology under license 

usually from foreign lieenera; b) - to=operate• thr_ough thc. 

,di s tort i on of transitory and often arms•-lOngth relationship 

and- c) to overlook' the development . of in-houseY.adaptive- skills. 
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. 	License& seemed to fall into three general type: 

1. All technology currentdeveloped or to-be 

developed . by the licensor (sometimes including his brand:namc).. 

2. All technology liom in place by  the  licensor 

(the licensee must have in-house skills to eeve1op future: Changes 

hiMself). 

3. License for a specific patented product, cow,- 

ponen't or process (in widespread  use by  most major firms)'. • 

The first type often centained  restrictive clauses 

, for.the-defense of the:licensor, in regard- to.such thingS•a& • 

. market  limite  and produc:t adaptations, • The tendency for Canadian- _ 

owned firms was to opt for this type of license-, and to •license 

as many products. as . possible from.the same .seurce in order to 

minimize problems of _tansmiss.ion..' In_•the.words - -of - lone Canadian 

executive: 	"Licensing-is like marriage. You may hold a license- 

but that (16esn't solve  ail the problems- tha .t - arise. 	Yoù have - 

to  work at 	Presumably, bigamy is that . much less managablc. 

What was•more discouraging-was that maily Canadian 

firm& had not developed.in-house absorption kil1s, and're-

mained dependent on the licensor for even minor•changes'in 	
. 

technology- . 	Often the licensor would send": skilled technicians 

into  the Canadian firms to iron out problems during the start 

up of'a.new product or the introduction of some new feature. 

Canadian firms receiving this kelp- developed what onu execu-

tive-described as a "foreman mentality in management"-:. Opera-

t'ions tended • to .bc run on a day-to-day  bas i.. 	Managers  had 
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so. little control over the speed and direction 'of:the Iicensor's 

.research, that they.were generally unable tà-formulate inte-

grated long-:range plans. . 

Furthermore, the cost of technology to- these firMs 

on the -open market •was probably higher than the cost through 

a . single administratiVe unit, such as a multi-national enter- . 

prise'; - the speed.  of transmission was probably-a good deal slower; 

and the range narrower. As a result the. Canadian licen'sce waS 

usually forced to operate with thin  management in.order to' . match 

costs with the . foreign subsidiaries. 	Exports. were minimal in 	. 

these conditions since the Canadian licensee had neither a 

cost advantage nor a product advantage in internatiodal-  terms. 

In addition, a major risk accrued to such licensees (i.e. those 

or:crating without in-house technology): the .failure of the 

licensor to }:cep up with competrtive technology could leave 

them powerless to adapt to changes in the market. 

A. Why don't Canadian firms build in-house technology? 

If it is costly and risky to operate a buSiness:with-

out in-house technology, why.do  many Canadiam-owned firms . .insist 

on doing it? The answer seems to bc that good product or 

process technology is.difficult to acquire in the open mdrket. 

and  there is hence a  •real fear of'severing the.cord, To change 

from a licensee policy to a policy of building  in-hue -Lochnology 

• also requires 'a sizeable commitment.of funds thwt  the former 

po]iey seldom generates. 	Under present patent and anti-trust 

laws, .there are two transitional approaeIles open io.Canadian- . - 

ownedfirm:;. 
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1. Undertake specific, product-related, research

•• . 	. projects, or 	 • 

2. Make a permanent investment in research and 

product development personnel. 

The, first approach is the one most encouraged by 

the piecemeal research incentives offered on a project basis 

by the Canadian government. But it is a piecemeal approach,' 

and consequently suffers from a number of deficiencies:, 

the marginal cost of the  project to the firm will. be  higher 

than it womld be if in-house skills were in place first. 

b. thoj)robability of success May be lower than ii would be 

in a subsidiary.. Lack of prior experience, haste, und the 

uncertainty induced by transitorincss w11a11 contribute. 

The subsidiary, on the other hand, is likely to have had some 

ex perience and to have recourse'to the parent in'tho Prior 	 • 

event '.of unforeseen difficulties. 	 . • 

c. if t he research involved a significant new product, the 

Canadian-owned firm, due to its history of followership, may 

face consumer reluctance whon-it tries to - play tho- catulytic 

ro l e  i n  the diffusion proccSs.7 The firm would 1. 3.ely'prodidt 

lower potential incremental sales than Would a subsidiary. 

]:or ull these reasons, new product.development 

projects have seldom withstood thc,rigours of - cost-bone -fit - -  

ano l y5 i2s  by Canadian-owned firms. 

\ 

a li_ljkelihood, that.haVe applied mest frequently under the 

*Canadian govurnment'.s research incentive legislation. 

a. 

It is the subsidiaries, in 
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The second approach implies a major corporate 

commitment not just to the notion of ongoing research but,to 

an integràted strategy of competition by innovation. • In order 

to achieve thc research competence  for  such a strategy, Canadi-an-

owned firms would have to build two structures: ' 

1. Controlled'access•to centres of research, and • 

2. In-house absorption capacity 

The task of settinî them in placé, however, is 

both difficult to do, and difficult to jitstify by.normal cost-

benefit analysïs. What it seems to require is not merely 

•executive recognition, but a sense of conversion - a sbrise of 

mission, and a viable scale of operations. - TheSe requirements 

constitute a formidable  and  costly barrier, -But It is a 

barrier which must .1DA crossed if Canadian-owned firms are 

ever to -  develop significant product 'differentiation. l'hose 

that achieve it will be in an excellent . position to• penetrate 

export markets (a further capital barrier)  and  thus 'reinforce, 

the . payoff . to  research. 

B. 	I• lack of'capital the main problem. to Canactian 7 owned firms? 

SoMe Canadian eccutivcs have come face-to-face 

with the probleM and have recognized that securing contralled 

açevs.to technoJogy is a matter of central strateg. ic imp .ortance. 

Recognition. of this fact did not come e .any; it requirecLa re-

ve'rsal of the conditioning ,generated by . decades of .f011ower- 

. ship; 

One executive who tried to-do something-about it 

found tlult . capital .shortar,0 was not .the•.only difficultyto 
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over-comc. .Finding a Canadian manager  fora  research centre, . 
. 	. 

'for example,-preved a major obstacle. 	Developing. in-house  absorp- 

tion  skills was.equally difficult; production engineers exper- . 	. 

ienccd in adapting new designs were hard to find'in Canada. 

Creative industrial designers? 	Not quite as-difficult but 

• still a problem. 

"We were trying - to do something so unusual, so 

uncharacteristic of Canadian industry, tilat the resources we 

needed were simply not available in the country."' 

The result is that the Canadian-owned firm that 

attempts to  nove  into the.vanguard of technology in competition 

with Subsidiaries of multi-national corporations .,:face3 a. 	• 

formidable array of problems. That Some firms are attemirting 

it is creditable indeed, and. worthy of government-:.support. 

4. 	imp]ic.P.:tions  and. conclsion  

A. On the basis of this preliminary investigation, 

i• appears that thc transmission of technology within an 
• 

 admini- 

strativcunit  is more efficient - in teTms_of_speed,.cost and _ 	 

scope - than  transmission  across the operv.maTket. This intro-

duces a systematic bias to the e;,-..onomists' established assump-

tion of "perfect .knowledge" - . 1(nowledge May.be'freely.  available, 

but the • selective transmission of it is not. 	The • bias faVours 

the• large firm, and 'has doubtless.euntributed. to .its groWth 	. 

and divislonalination.• 

13 	Managing the.trnsmissionprncss, is -an extra-. 

e.. . 
• 

or d .1 narily çomplex...•zind sensitive affair.. 	 risk' and 

rapid change abound, and dumand. an a.d.ap ,tj,ve •  system .with,'tho 
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major constraints aimed at controlling relevance. 	it is -com- 

petence with this difficult prdcess -that, pievents the large 

firm from.going. the way  of  the dinosaur.. 	• 

. 	C. OwnerShip can be changed at the stroke of'a 

pen, but the technology transmission process.-is not easily 

replicated. 	Divisionalized multi-national. firms allow . eXten- 
. 

sivc autonomy .to their• divisions - domestic and foreign. - and 

. expect most initiative in communication to originate there.. 

Their strength rests less in the power of ownership than in 

the attraction-of competence. • • .
• 

D. Canadian-owned firms attempting tocempete with 

divisionalized subsidiaries have to copowith inefficient. 	' 

channels to outside technology, and high capital barriers to  • 

the development.of. in-house 'technology. 	Government help along, 

one or the other of. these dimensions would accelerate the 

independence of the Canadian-owned firm.' The absence of innova-

tion in Canada is so extensive and . rof  such'long duration:that 

experienced research technicians-, productionengineers  and.  

• industrial designers are hard to Sind. Forms of subsidized 

training seem.to.,he called for. 

11.• PieceMcal, project-oriented resea'rch grants, 

seem less likely to lead to product  innovation  than does onp,oilig ,  

— support of "permanent" res'earch centrcs, Governmont fundinv, 

should reffect . the•importance of enduring. rela'tfonshIps in- 

easing the transmission process overtime. 
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• 

F. Getting relevant information through the various' 

stages from research centre to product iduaticin and development, 

pilot production, market testing, launch  and. feedback is. 

- 	• 
complex enough without placing the stages under different - ad 

ministrative units. 	Industrial research activity belengs in 

firms, not in gOvernments'and universities; and Canada is 

• seriously out-of-stcp in this regard with the - rest of the 	 • 

Aevefopcd world. This is not intended to _imply that there 

cannot be a helping relationship in research  between governments,•

universities and firms , . But the adMinistrativc control Of-

industriar . research shou.ld be in the hands of firms:. 

' 'G.  •  The opportunity'and climate seem right to 

encourage more Canadian-based research activity by subsidiaries. 

Cnadian subsidir_ric already  have  unique access to parent 

research centres and could well expand their role, given the 

right incentives,. to secure some outside technology on occasion 

and to'bccome centres  of teChnology for the entire  administra-

tive unit in certain selected product areas. •Suclr centres, 

would proviee hie quality employment:to. Canadians.; an  oppor-

tunity for innovatiVe.skills  and a good base for Cxports 

Surely these have more to do with national sover-eignty and 

independence  th an  does the fact of ownership... 
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